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Unhappy with your system performance? Performance of database applications is
regulated by a complex interaction of your application, workstations, server, database and underlying network. Goldstar Software, Inc. (www.goldstarsoftware.com)
has extensive expertise with K & K and Energy-Force.
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While it is often possible to improve performance by changing out just one component, how do you know which piece is the limiting factor in such a complex configuration? If
you've never taken a detailed look at your PSQL database environment, you may not be taking full
advantage of this high-speed database.

Quick Tips

For a $500 flat fee, Goldstar technical experts can perform a remote System Performance Review
and provide you with a written report that both documents your existing configuration and makes
recommendations for performance and stability improvements -- including both short-term and
long-term suggestions.

 Be sure to carefully review your KFactor Deviation Report daily

 Closely monitor receivables for
possible collection issues in March

Some recent K & K customers were having network performance issues (reporting that EnergyForce was running very slowly). Goldstar was able to give a performance tune-up and have their
entire network back up and running at optimal speeds within an hour.

Karla’s Korner

The K & K support team will be recommending Goldstar Software for your reported server/
network issues. K & K supports the Energy-Force Suite of Products. We are not network experts.

What a winter! Who would have
thought we would have recordbreaking cold temperatures and everyone would know what a ‘PolarVortex’ is? And, it doesn’t look like it
is getting warmer anytime soon.

Customer Ticket Support Upgraded!
As promised during our User Meeting in August, we’ve dramatically upgraded our support system!
Now, when you send an e-mail for support to support@kkcomp.com, the system will . . .



Dear Valued K & K Partner,

Be sure to come to our Optimizer Plus
II Workshop and stop and say ‘Hello’
at the conventions below:



Automatically create a service ticket exclusively for your company—if we have a matching
e-mail on file. If no matching e-mail, a ticket is still created but not directly for your company
(we will manually assign the ticket). Please help us keep your contact and e-mail information
updated so we can provide superb support.





Notify you by e-mail we have received your support request and provide a ticket number.





When replying to an e-mail with the ticket number in the subject
line, the response is automatically attached to the ticket.





A reminder will be sent in two days to you and K & K if
no response for a request or for more information.



If a new issue, send a new e-mail (don’t use existing ticket).

Tip for best support!
Send an e-mail to
support@kkcomp.com

If you leave a voice mail it will automatically create a service ticket but not directly tied to your company (we must manually assign the ticket). We request that you do not leave a support message on
a K & K support person’s individual phone extension because it will not automatically create a ticket
for you (and our entire support staff will not know your support ticket exists to timely respond).
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M-Pact
Indianapolis; April 1-3
Southeast Expo
Atlanta; April 12-14
Western Propane
Reno; May 15-17
Midwest Convention
Columbus, OH; June 4-6
Northeast Propane Show
Boxborough, MA; August 6-7

As always, we are continuously updating and enhancing our software to
help make your company successful.
Thanks for being a Valued Partner,
Karla
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Optimizer Plus | Three New Sub-Module Options
The new OptiTool Version 1.4.3 has been released along with Optimizer Plus 1050 L. Be sure to attend our Optimizer Workshop (see below) to learn
much more. Please contact our support team if you
would like to utilize these new features:
These new Sub-Modes are now available which enables
three great new options.
1.

Fill critical Tanks within 2 days: If you have very
long distance route and have a critical tank at each
end, it will create a route to handle one critical tank
and surround it with tanks from that area and then
schedule the next critical tank the next day at the
other end of the route. This can save several hours
is driving time. Of course the goal is always to NOT
have many critical tanks.

2.

Override Parked trucks: You can now override a parked truck option in these
extremely cold temperatures and turn off in warmer temperatures. The settings
can also be different for each route.

3.

Keep-Full Maximum Fill Level: This allows you to set the maximum fill to 60%
rather than 80% and schedules for your Keep-Full accounts to fill to 60% for allocation purposes or to conserve due to the cold weather and shortages of propane
that we are experiencing currently. This is based on the Optimizer Plus customer
type/delivery type matrix set to “A” for auto-fill.

Did you know?
You can increase your driver hours during this cold season based on the rules for your state to allow more deliveries and gallons delivered. These
can be set back later as your rules change and the temperature warms up. This certainly helps you stay caught up with deliveries. It will not automatically schedule your driver for 13 hours (for example), it is just saying if there are more tanks that need delivered to that can be done in one day,
it extends the schedule hours to make the deliveries. These can be set differently for each driver.

Optimizer Plus Workshop II
Mark you calendar for our
second annual Optimizer
Plus workshop to be held March 24-25,
2014 at the Hilton Garden Inn next to
the Indianapolis airport.
If you are a current Optimizer User or

considering Optimizer, this workshop is

New Optimizer Plus Opti-Log Stats
We have created three new items on the daily e-mail to
help you understand the hours and miles scheduled:




‘hrs’ – total expected hours for the respective route



Exclusion notification – if a route is in the delivery
days of an exclusion period it will display (E) at the
end of the line. If it is in the actual excluded days it
will display (E+).

dst – total distance (in miles) the optimizer expects
the truck to drive for the respective route

for you! We’ll discuss . . .



Optimizer Plus management reports



What is the delivery ‘Sweet-Spot’?



Learn from the Optigistics experts

Your invitation and registration form will
be sent next week. Be sure to register
for this exciting workshop today!
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Have a Great ‘App’ Idea?
Do you have a great idea for an App
that can be integrated with EnergyForce or any of the Suite of Products?
Send your idea to sales@kkcomp.com or fax to
(317) 272-0129. The best idea will win a $100 gift
certificate and 1 hour of free on-line consulting.

User Meeting | Indianapolis
August 11-13, 2014
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